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Maxicroc is an easy-to-use Swiss made device which enables you to pass a rope around a distant object in
order to secure it. Maxicroc is a brand new invention which has been tested by professionals in various
fields and used to increase their performance, their efficiency and their safety at work. The main advantage
with using Maxicroc to secure a rope is that you can do so without taking any risks, with extreme ease and
speed, and can therefore maintain higher safety standards.

IF YOU ARE INVOLVED IN THE FIELDS OF RESCUE OR EMERGENCY SERVICES
The Maxicroc is a very useful and efficient device when working in certain rescue situations, especially
when dealing with great heights or in confined spaces. The Maxicroc increases the security of the rescuer
and this is even more true for the first man in action. It enables you to:
1) reach a distant anchor point (balcony, pipe, rafter, chimney, etc.) to create an entry or exit point

2) stabilize a vehicle or an object in order to better ensure the security of the rescuers

3) create an anchor point in order to secure an intervention using ropes or lanyards
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4) create an anchor point or reach a victim or an object in a confined space like a crevasse or a lift shaft

5) reach or create an anchor point for an intervention on a roof

6) secure a ladder that would otherwise only balance on a branch or the edge of a roof, in order to save an
animal for example.

These are only a few of the possible uses of the Maxicroc which are real examples given to us by rescue
professionals. You can see further demonstrations of the Maxicroc in the video that you will find on our
website www.Maxicroc.com
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